Innovation Designed Around You

DATA CENTER

Lifter
Reduce the risk of an injury associated with
lifting and positioning heavy server equipment.

Data Center Lifter
Our Mission
PHS West is a relationship
focused organization providing
innovative products for a safe and
efficient workplace.

Implementing a Data Center Lifter is the safe and efficient solution
to performing essential data center maintenance tasks. Lift,
position and transport heavy server equipment throughout your
facility while eliminating the injury risk to your team. Allow any
one staff member to install or remove servers from a rack with ease.

At PHS West, we take pride in
developing products that work
towards eliminating the possibility
of staff injuries. More than anything,
we strive to help you achieve a safer
and more productive workplace.

Don DeMorett
PRESIDENT

BENEFITS

Data Center Lifters are lightweight and mobile for easy
positioning in narrow spaces. This is all backed by our signature
24/7 customer support to ensure you receive optimal customer
service throughout the life of the product.
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Data Center Lifter
FEATURES

These standard features set our Data Center Lifters apart from all others.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Lightweight Construction

Lowest Platform Height

Apply minimal force to transport
without compromising durability.

Lower the platform to less than 4” to
reach even the bottom server rack.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Detachable Power Pack

Central Brake System

Our hot-swappable batteries
accommodate any duty cycle.

Set the brake, directional lock, or
free wheel at the press of a foot.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES AND CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS

The modular design of Data Center Lifters allow you to create the perfect tool for your specific needs.
Easily add, remove, or customize individual components. These options include, but are not limited to:

LOW-FRICTION PLATFORM

With the low-friction surface, loading and positioning
heavy components is effortless. The horizontal slide
provides easy side loading from a rack.

REMOTE CONTROL PENDANT

The handheld pendant allows the user to work at proper
viewpoint for precise height adjustment. Select from a
static speed button or proportionate slider.

ACCESSORY ADD-ONS

Travel as one unit with the ability to attach accessories,
such as a step ladder, onto the mast.
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